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Hydrodynamic loading of microcantilevers vibrating in viscous fluids
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The hydrodynamic loading of elastic microcantilevers vibrating in viscous fluids is analyzed
computationally using a three-dimensional, finite element fluid-structure interaction model. The
quality factors and added mass coefficients of several modes are computed accurately from the
transient oscillations of the microcantilever in the fluid. The effects of microcantilever geometry,
operation in higher bending modes, and orientation and proximity to a surface are analyzed in detail.
The results indicate that in an infinite medium, microcantilever damping arises from localized fluid
shear near the edges of the microcantilever. Closer to the surface, however, the damping arises due
to a combination of squeeze film effects and viscous shear near the edges. The dependence of these
mechanisms on microcantilever geometry and orientation in the proximity of a surface are
discussed. The results provide a comprehensive understanding of the hydrodynamic loading of
microcantilevers in viscous fluids and are expected to be of immediate interest in atomic force
microscopy and microcantilever biosensors. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2202232�

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the hydrodynamic loading on microcanti-
levers vibrating in viscous fluids is crucial for the improved
performance of atomic force microscopy �AFM� in liquids
and of a variety of microelectro mechanical systems
�MEMS� including biosensors and actuators. For instance,
the AFM based imaging, manipulation, and property charac-
terization of biological molecules in liquids are a rapidly
growing field.1–4 The imaging resolution and force exerted
on the sample are directly correlated to the quality factor of
the AFM microcantilever in the surrounding liquid.5 Any im-
provement in the microcantilever quality factor through me-
chanical design would be a significant advance in this area.
Similarly, in the area of microcantilever-based biosensing6–8

the binding of target analyte molecules to the microcantilever
is often detected via a shift in the microcantilever resonance
frequency induced due to added molecular mass. For such
biosensors the minimum detectable molecular mass is in-
versely proportional to the quality factor.9,10 The detection of
the binding of single biological molecules in liquid environ-
ments is arguably the grand goal of microcantilever biosen-
sors and could impact significantly the field of genomics and
proteomics.7,11 This goal is severely challenged by the low
quality factors and the low frequencies of microcantilevers in
liquids. Clearly, the design of microcantilevers to maximize
quality factors and resonance frequencies in liquids is of sig-
nificant interest in the AFM and biosensing communities.

Broadly speaking, the presence of a surrounding fluid
influences significantly the linear vibration characteristics of

the microcantilever such as the damping and natural frequen-
cies of different modes. The dissipation of the vibration en-
ergy of a microcantilever can occur due to acoustic radiation
damping, internal structural damping, viscous losses in the
surrounding fluid, and support loss.12 However, at the mi-
crometer scale, viscous losses in the surrounding fluid are
typically two to three orders of magnitude greater than other
losses combined.13,14 The surrounding fluid also affects the
natural frequencies of the microcantilever. This effect is
quantified by the so called added-mass coefficient of the sur-
rounding fluid on the microcantilever. Chu15 derived ap-
proximate expressions for the ratio of wet �in fluid� and dry
�in vacuo� frequencies of the bending and torsional modes of
cantilevers with rectangular cross sections submerged in an
inviscid fluid. However, Chu’s15 analysis is inapplicable at
small scales where the fluid viscosity increasingly affects its
motion around the vibrating microcantilever.16–18

Several authors have attempted to predict analytically
and semianalytically the quality factors and wet �in fluid�
natural frequencies of microcantilevers in viscous fluids. In
Refs. 14 and 19–21, the microcantilever was modeled as a
sphere or a string of spheres. However, these models are
inaccurate for high density fluids such as water or acetone. In
Refs. 16 and 18 a semianalytical theory was developed to
predict the quality factor of bending and torsional vibrations
of microcantilevers vibrating in a viscous fluid of infinite
extent. However, it was assumed that the surrounding fluid
flows two dimensionally in the cross-sectional plane of the
microcantilever. This restricts the semianalytical solution to
only the lowest modes of vibration because it neglects fluid
flow along the axis of the microcantilever. In fact, recent
experimental work by Maali et al.22 has shown that the errors
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in estimation of the damping and added mass coefficients
using the semianalytical model16,18 increase with increase in
mode number.

Finally, when the microcantilever is brought close to a
surface, the squeeze film effect between the microcantilever
and the surface contributes significantly to the damping,12 in
addition to the fluid dissipation at the edges and above the
microcantilever. Recently Green and Sader23 derived an el-
egant semianalytical model to predict the hydrodynamic
functions24 for microcantilevers vibrating close to a surface.
However, their method is based on a similar formulation as
in Ref. 16 and thus suffers from the same limitations. More-
over the quality factors are not computed explicitly and the
model is not applicable for microcantilevers inclined to a
surface—a situation commonly found in AFM applications.

This paper develops a fully three-dimensional finite ele-
ment flow-structure interaction model to predict the hydro-
dynamic loading of microcantilevers in fluids. A three-
dimensional linearly elastic microcantilever interacts with
the surrounding fluid which is modeled using the three-
dimensional, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. This
approach overcomes the limitations of the conventional ana-
lytical and semianalytical models and demonstrates clearly
the physics of dissipation and added mass. The main energy
dissipation mechanisms and their locations on the fluid struc-
ture interaction boundary are studied. The effects of micro-
cantilever geometry, orientation, higher mode operation, and
the presence of a nearby surface are investigated in detail.
The results are comprehensive and are expected to aid in the
ongoing design of microcantilevers for advanced AFM and
biosensing applications.

II. THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

All the numerical computations in this paper are per-
formed using fluid structure interaction �FSI� codes in
ADINA.25 The microcantilever is submerged in a three-
dimensional enclosure of Navier-Stokes elements of an in-
compressible viscous fluid. These Navier-Stokes fluid ele-
ments are then surrounded by potential-based three-
dimensional fluid elements which terminate in an infinite
potential wall. For the case of microcantilevers submerged in
a fluid of infinite extent, the model is shown schematically in
Fig. 1�a�. Figure 1�b� is the two-dimensional schematic when
the microcantilever vibrates close to a surface and its three-
dimensional cut image is shown in Fig. 1�c�. Figure 1�d� is a
two-dimensional schematic when the microcantilever vi-
brates inclined to the nearby surface.

The FSI ADINA model is developed in three different do-
mains: �i� the solid domain, �ii� the viscous fluid domain, and
�iii� the inviscid potential flow domain. In the solid domain,
the model consists of three-dimensional elastic elements.
Surrounding the solid domain is the viscous fluid domain
which is modeled using three-dimensional viscous Navier-
Stokes elements. The viscous fluid domain is in turn either
�a� entirely bounded by the inviscid potential flow domain in
the case of a microcantilever in a fluid of infinite extent, or
�b� bounded by the inviscid potential flow domain and a rigid
surface for the case when the microcantilever is in close

proximity to a surface. Finally the inviscid potential domain
is terminated at an infinite potential boundary. Two fluid-
structure boundaries need to be defined for this model; one
between the microcantilever and the Navier-Stokes fluid el-
ements and another between the Navier-Stokes elements and
the potential-based fluid elements. Fluid velocities are re-
stricted to be normal to the rigid wall at the interface be-
tween the potential elements and the rigid wall, whereas no-
slip boundary conditions are enforced at the rigid wall and
the viscous fluid interface as well as the interface between
the microcantilever and the viscous fluid. The microcantile-
ver is clamped at its left end.

A. Convergence study

A thorough convergence study is performed to verify
domain independence �dependence on r and R, in Fig. 1�a��,
mesh independence, and time-step independence of the
predicted results. The results of this convergence study
can be found in Appendix A. Based on this detailed
convergence study, all the numerical computations for
the three-dimensional model performed in this paper use
r=0.9�3/2a and R=1.5�3/2a with a step between T /50 and
T /40, and with nearly 105 000 elements in the viscous fluid
domain when the microcantilever vibrates in a fluid of
infinite extent.

B. Nondimensional terms and benchmarking

The predictions of the computational model developed
in the paper are compared with previously published
results17,18,26 in Appendix B. Here we record certain nondi-
mensional quantities that are needed for making a fair com-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� A cross-sectional schematic of the three-
dimensional finite element model when the microcantilever is far from any
surface. �b� A cross-sectional schematic of the finite element model when a
microcantilever vibrates parallel to a surface. �c� A three-dimensional cut
image of the finite element model in ADINA when the microcantilever is
close to a surface. �d� A cross-sectional schematic of the finite element
model when the microcantilever is inclined close to a surface.
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parison. The fluid flow around the microcantilever is gov-
erned by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,

�
�v

�t
+ ��v · ��v = − �p + ��2v , �1�

where �, v, p, and � are the density, velocity, pressure, and
viscosity of the fluid, respectively. If b and � represent the
width and damped natural frequency of the microcantilever
in the surrounding fluid, then the nondimensional term
formed by dividing the temporal derivative term in Eq. �1�
by the viscous term yields the modified Reynolds number27

�referred to as Reynolds number in Ref. 16 and as nondimen-
sional frequency � in Ref. 24�.

Re =
���v/�t�
4���2v

=
��b2

4�
. �2�

Here the spatial gradient of velocity along the width of the
microcantilever is assumed to dominate the overall velocity
gradient. The factor of 4 is introduced to be consistent with
the definition of the nondimensional term � of Ref. 24. An-
other useful nondimensional term from Ref. 16 is

� =
�b

�bh
. �3�

� can be regarded as the ratio of the added mass of the fluid
to the mass of the microcantilever.

In comparison to the previously published
literature17,18,26 �see Appendix B�, the ADINA predicted qual-
ity factors and frequencies are within 10% of those found in
experiments for a wide range of cantilevers in air, water,
carbon-tetrachloride �CCl4� and acetone.

III. MICROCANTILEVER VIBRATING IN A VISCOUS
FLUID OF INFINITE EXTENT

Having benchmarked the ADINA model predictions
against prior experimental and theoretical results, we now
turn our attention to understanding the fundamental mecha-
nisms of hydrodynamic loading on microcantilevers. Specifi-
cally, we investigate the effects of complicated microcantile-
ver geometry such as slots or nonuniformity in the
microcantilever width on the quality factors and added mass
coefficients. The most important parameter in the two-
dimensional semianalytical model16,18,24 is the dominant
length scale, based on which the modified Reynolds number
is calculated. This dominant length scale over which fluid
shear occurs is easily identified as the width for uniform,
rectangular microcantilevers. However, in the case of more
complicated geometries, the dominant length scale is less
straightforward to identify. Consequently the semianalytical
approaches of Refs. 16 and 26 cannot easily be applied to the
complicated microcantilever geometries considered here. We
will show that not only does the computational model offer a
better understanding of the fundamental sources of hydrody-
namic loading, but it can also help identify the critical length
scales which enable the use of the semianalytical models for
more complicated geometries.

A. Simplified formula for microcantilevers vibrating in
free fluid

Prior to studying the effect microcantilever geometry on
hydrodynamic loading using our finite element model, we
briefly review an approximation of the semianalytical theory
of Ref. 16. The hydrodynamic function, ��j��,28 represent-
ing the real and imaginary parts of the pressure of the sur-
rounding on an oscillating rectangle in two dimensions, can
be approximated for the bending modes as22

� = �r + j�i,

�r = a1 + a2
�

b
= a1 +

a2

�Re
,

�i = b1
�

b
+ b2��

b
�2

=
b1

�Re
+

b2

Re
, �4�

where a1=1.0553, a2=3.7997, b1=3.8018, b2=2.7364, and
�=�2� /��wet is the thickness of the unsteady boundary
layer on the microcantilever surface. Wet natural frequencies
and quality factors for bending modes can be approximated
as16

Qb
� =

�4�bh/	�b� + �r��wet�
�i��wet�

=
�4/	��1/�� + �r��wet�

�i��wet�
,

�5a�

�wet,b =
�dry

�1 + �	/4���b/�bh��r��wet�

=
�dry

�1 + �	/4���r��wet�
, �5b�

where �dry, the natural frequency in vacuum, can be deter-
mined analytically for each mode of the microcantilever. The
added mass coefficients are computed as


m = ��dry

�wet
�2

− 1. �6�

In what follows we will use this approximate form for
the semianalytical model to compare it against the finite el-
ement model.

B. Quality factor and its dependence on
microcantilever geometry

While the existing semianalytical models16,18 provide
useful tools to predict the quality factors and added mass

FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematics of �a� the slotted microcantilever C3 with
slot width equal to 25% of the overall microcantilever width, �b� of the
paddle microcantilever C4 with neck width equal to the width of 25% of the
overall microcantilever width, and �c� of the triangular microcantilever C5
of nominal dimensions. All dimensions are in micrometer.
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coefficients of microcantilevers in liquids of infinite extent,
the fundamental mechanisms of fluid dissipation and their
locations remain poorly understood. In order to understand
these fundamental mechanisms, we explore the hydrody-
namic loading of two different geometries of microcantile-
vers vibrating in water. The three types of geometry consid-
ered are shown in Fig. 2: the slotted microcantilever
�henceforth referred to as C3�, of Fig. 2�a�, the paddle
shaped microcantilever �henceforth referred to as C4�, of Fig.
2�b�, and the triangular microcantilever of Fig. 1�c� �hence-
forth referred to as C5�. Both the C3 and C4 microcantilevers
can be thought of as being derived from the same uniform
rectangular microcantilever C2; for C3, a slot of given width
is made in the otherwise uniform microcantilever, while in
C4, material is removed from the microcantilever edges to
create a neck for the paddle. The geometric and material
properties of the triangular microcantilever are taken from
Ref. 29. This microcantilever is made of silicon nitride
��=2800 kg/m3, E=130 GPa, and �=0.25� and has nominal
dimensions w=16.4 �m, t=0.64 �m, b=178 �m, and
L=190 �m. In what follows we keep all other dimensions
constant and vary the width of the C5 microcantilever.

Let us first consider the variation of the quality factors of
the C3 and C4 microcantilevers in the first bending mode in
water, which are presented for increasing the slot width in C3
and decreasing the neck width in C4 in Table I. Two impor-
tant observations may be made from the table. First, the
quality factor decreases with increasing slot width in C3 or
decreasing neck width in C4 compared to the unmodified
microcantilever C2. Second, for the same surface area, the
quality factors for the C4 type microcantilevers are greater
than for the C3 type. These are nonintuitive results which we
will now explore by analyzing the fundamental dissipation
mechanisms of these microcantilevers in a fluid.

To explain these results, the shear stress profiles in the
fluid are plotted on specific cross-sectional planes as shown
in Fig. 3. These shear stress profiles are computed as part of
the microcantilever transient motion used for determining the
quality factors. Specifically, the shear stress distribution in
the surrounding fluid on specific cross-sectional planes is
computed at a time instant following the first cycle of oscil-
lation when the microcantilever is at its undeflected position
but in the process of moving upwards during its transient
motion. From Fig. 3 it is clear that the greatest shear stresses
in the fluid are found near all the edges of the microcantile-
vers. Moreover, because the total edge length of the slotted

microcantilever C3 is greater compared to the unmodified C2
microcantilever, the quality factor is lesser for the C3 micro-
cantilever in comparison to the unmodified C2 microcantile-
ver.

The computational results for the C3 and C4 microcan-
tilevers can be further analyzed as follows. For the solid
rectangular microcantilever C2 shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�,
it is clear that the largest velocity gradient in the fluid is
dictated by the shortest dimension over which the fluid shear
changes the most. Therefore, for a solid rectangular micro-
cantilever, the appropriate length scale to use in the semiana-
lytical model 16 is its width. By contrast, for the C3 micro-
cantilever shown in Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�, the fluid shear
localizes at all edges. Consequently, the appropriate dimen-
sion to use in the semianalytical model would be the width of
each arm of the slotted C3 microcantilever and the neck
width of the C4 paddle microcantilever. It follows then that
the effective width of C3 and C4 microcantilevers is lesser
than that of the unmodified microcantilever C2. In a similar
manner, for both the C3 and C4 microcantilevers fluid shear
stresses develop over smaller widths thereby lowering the
effective width of these microcantilevers. Microcantilever
C3, on the other hand, has a smaller effective width com-
pared to the C4 microcantilever because high shear stresses

TABLE I. Effect of geometry on quality factors and added mass coefficients of microcantilevers vibrating in water. The predicted quality factors, wet, and dry
natural frequencies for the first bending mode for the cantilevers in Fig. 2�a� �C3�, Fig. 2�b� �C4�, and Fig. 2�c� are shown below.

Microcantilever
slot/neck width

C3 C4 C5

Q
fwet

�kHz�
fdry

�kHz� Q
fwet

�kHz�
fdry

�kHz�
Arm width

��m� Q
fwet

�kHz�
fdry

�dry�

No slot/neck 3.7 24.6 70.9 3.7 24.6 70.9 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

25% 2.9 22.9 64.7 3.5 22.3 64.7 8.2 0.9 4.6 29.0
50% 2.7 20.5 56.0 3.3 20.0 57.3 16.4 1.3 5.0 24.6
75% 2.6 15.2 42.3 2.7 15.1 42.3 30 1.9 5.3 22.2

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Shear stress ��yz� in the surrounding liquid �water�
in the yz plane for C2 �unslotted� microcantilever along the centerline of the
microcantilever, �b� shear stress ��yz� in the yz plane for 25% slotted micro-
cantilever along the centerline of the microcantilever, �c� shear stress ��xz� in
the xz plane for C2 microcantilever in the lateral cross section of 140 �m
from the clamp, and �d� shear stress ��xz� in the xz plane for the 25% slotted
microcantilever of 140 �m from the clamp. All stress profiles in this figure
are for the first bending mode in water. The microcantilever axis is oriented
along the y direction. These stress profiles are plotted at the instant the
microcantilever is deforming upwards after one complete cycle of oscilla-
tion. Shear stresses are in Pascals.
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also develop at the inner edges of the C3 microcantilever in
addition to the outer edges. Also, it can be shown using the
semianalytical model16 and from Eqs. �2�, �4�, and �5a� that a
decrease in effective width leads to a decrease in quality
factor. This is because the ratio of the real and imaginary
parts of the hydrodynamic function ��j�� �Eq. �4�� increases
with an increase in b /�. Because � is independent of the
microcantilever width, the quality factor increases with in-
creasing width. Finally because the effective width of the C4
microcantilever is greater than that for the C3 microcantile-
ver, its quality factors are also greater compared to the C3
microcantilever. In this manner, the computational model can
be used to identify crucial geometrical dimensions to be used
in the semianalytical model, especially when the microcanti-
lever possesses a complex geometry. The results for the tri-
angular C5 microcantilever also follow a similar trend. The
quality factors of the first bending mode decrease with de-
creasing arm width �Table I�.

C. Added mass coefficients and their dependence on
microcantilever geometry

In addition to viscous dissipation, the surrounding fluid
also creates an added mass effect on the microcantilever.
This results in wet natural frequencies that are much lesser
than the dry natural frequencies and limits the efficiency of
those microcantilevers for applications which depend on the
frequency of operation. The dry frequencies and the wet
natural frequencies in water are calculated for the C3 and the
C4 microcantilevers for different slot and neck widths and
listed in Table I. The wet natural frequencies of both the C3
and C4 microcantilevers are similar in value they possess
similar surface areas. The wet natural frequencies follow the
same trend with increasing slot widths or decreasing neck
widths. Specifically, the dry frequencies decrease with in-
creasing slot width or decreasing neck width because remov-
ing material from the microcantilever C2 to form C3 and C4
results in a greater reduction in stiffness of the microcantile-
ver in comparison to the reduction in modal mass. Thus there
is only a slight difference in fluid added mass effects be-
tween the C3 and C4 microcantilevers. For the C5 triangular
microcantilevers �Fig. 2�c��, the wet natural frequencies de-
crease with decreasing arm width following the same trend
as the C3 and C4 microcantilevers.

D. Designing microcantilevers in fluid environment
for optimal performance

We now discuss the use of the computational model de-
veloped in this work in the practical design of microcantile-
vers operating in liquid or gaseous environments. In both
microcantilever biosensing and liquid AFM applications, the
general goal is to �a� increase the quality factor and �b� in-
crease the wet natural frequency when immersed in a fluid.
These may be supplemented by additional requirements to
modify the stiffness of the microcantilever or to increase the
surface area especially in biosensing applications. As we
have shown, modifying the microcantilever geometry can
lead to nonintuitive results; for example, the quality factor of

the C4 microcantilever is greater than that of C3, even
though their surface areas are identical. Based on the results
in the previous sections it is clear that increasing the effective
width of the microcantilever leads to increased quality fac-
tors. To maximize the effective width the use of necks or
slots in microcantilevers should be minimized. As shown
earlier, wider microcantilevers possess higher dry and wet
natural frequencies in comparison to narrower microcantile-
vers. Thus, shorter and wider microcantilevers without addi-
tional edges or slots are expected to maximize both the qual-
ity factor and the wet natural frequency in viscous fluids.
However, shorter and wider microcantilevers also lead to in-
creased static stiffness of the microcantilever which may be
disadvantageous for surface stress based biosensing and also
for some AFM applications. Thus a compromise between the
static stiffness of the microcantilever and its quality factors
and wet natural frequencies would be necessary for optimal
microcantilever design for operation in fluids.

E. Quality factors and added mass coefficients for
higher bending modes

Having discussed the fundamental mechanisms of fluid
dissipation and added mass and their dependence on micro-
cantilever geometry, we now focus on the variation of these
quantities with mode shape. The semianalytical model of
Ref. 16 is only applicable for the first few modes of vibration.
The model developed here is fully three dimensional and can
overcome the limitations of the semianalytical model.16 We
compare the semianalytical and computational predictions of
added mass coefficients and the quality factors for higher
modes of vibration up to the sixth bending mode.

A comparison of the quality factors �Eq. �5a�� and added
mass coefficients �Eq. �6�� between the semianalytical model
of Sader16 and the full three-dimensional simulation in
ADINA is presented in Fig. 4. As seen in the figure, the errors
in the estimation of the quality factors and the added mass
coefficients increase with increase in mode number. In gen-
eral, the semianalytical model16 underpredicts the quality

FIG. 4. �Color online� Comparison of quality factors and added mass coef-
ficients for higher modes by Sader theory �Ref. 16� and present work.
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factors and overpredicts the added mass coefficients.
The assumption of two-dimensional flow in the semiana-

lytical model16,17 is the main source of this discrepancy. Be-
cause the semianalytical model does not permit fluid flow in
the axial direction of the microcantilever, it overpredicts the
pressures and pressure gradients in the fluid on the transverse
cross-sectional plane of the microcantilever. Likewise, be-
cause the fluid is not allowed to leave the cross-sectional
plane, more fluid is dragged with the microcantilever in the
semianalytical model compared to the real three-dimensional
situation. Consequently the semianalytical model overpre-
dicts the added mass coefficients and underpredicts the wet
natural frequencies.

IV. MICROCANTILEVER VIBRATING CLOSE TO A
SURFACE

In many MEMS and AFM applications microcantilevers
are either fabricated �or intentionally moved� in the close
vicinity of a surface. Moreover in most AFM systems the
microcantilever is oriented at a small angle �typically 11°�
relative to the surface being scanned. Often the nearness of
the microcantilever to a surface can affect significantly the
quality factors and wet frequencies of the microcantilever. In

this section we will explore the mechanisms by which the
closeness and orientation to the surface affects the hydrody-
namic loading on the microcantilever.

A. Quality factors and their dependence on gap width

To understand how fluid viscous dissipation is modified
when the microcantilever is brought close to a surface, we
plot in Fig. 5 the fluid shear stresses in the longitudinal
cross-sectional plane of the C2 microcantilever when it is
placed 20 �m from a surface �Fig. 1�b��. The stress distribu-
tion in the fluid is plotted from the transient ADINA simula-
tions at a time instant when the microcantilever is at its equi-
librium position but swinging upwards. Comparing the stress
distribution in Fig. 5 with that of Fig. 3�a� it is clear that
significant fluid shear occurs in the gap between the micro-
cantilever and the surface. As the microcantilever is brought
closer, this squeeze film damping continues to increase. Be-
cause the squeeze film effects occur in addition to the local-
ized fluid shear at the microcantilever edges, the fluid damp-
ing is expected to increase significantly upon approach
toward a surface. Moreover, because it is influenced by the
relative motion between the microcantilever and the surface,
the squeeze film effect is expected to be mode shape depen-
dent.

To quantify this effect the quality factors in air and water
of the C2 microcantilever for the first and second bending

TABLE II. Convergence �mesh independence� study for C2 microcantilever
�197292 �m2� made of single crystal silicon immersed in water for
first bending mode.

Number of elements
Fraction on right side of Eq. �A1�

�accepted when �0.01� Q

56 000 ¯ 2.8
75 000 0.079 3.5
84 000 0.034 3.7

105 000 0.004 3.7

FIG. 5. �Color online� Shear stress ��yz� Pascal in the fluid in yz plane
for C2 microcantilever when the microcantilever vibrates 20 �m away from
the surface. This stress distribution is plotted at the instant when the micro-
cantilever is going up in its equilibrium position after one complete cycle of
oscillation.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Comparison of quality factors for the first and the
second bending mode and the first torsional mode for C2 microcantilever in
water. Circles: first bending, diamonds: second bending, and squares: first
torsion. Solid lines: parallel orientation, and dashed lines: 11° orientation.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Comparison of quality factors for the first and the
second bending mode and the first torsional mode for C2 microcantilever in
air.
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modes as well as for the first torsional mode are computed
and plotted as a function of gap width in Figs. 6 and 7. As
described earlier all computations are performed using tran-
sient simulations in ADINA with same mesh density as in
Table II and sufficiently small time steps.

Several observations can be made from Figs. 6 and 7.
The quality factors of the bending modes gradually decrease
as the gap width decreases; however, for the torsional mode,
the quality factor remains unaffected and reduces suddenly
for gap widths less than 15 �m. This result can be explained
as follows. When the microcantilever vibrates in a particular
mode, an unsteady Stokes boundary layer is set up around
the microcantilever. The boundary layer thickness is known
to be proportional to ��� /��,30,31 where � is the oscillation
frequency and � is the kinematic viscosity. When the gap
between the microcantilever and the surface becomes com-
parable to the unsteady boundary layer thickness, the
squeeze film effects start to emerge, thereby altering the hy-
drodynamic loading mechanisms. Because the torsional
mode has the highest natural frequency of the three modes
considered, it generates a very thin unsteady boundary layer
around the microcantilever. Consequently a microcantilever
oscillating in its torsional mode can approach much closer to
the surface without being influenced by the squeeze film ef-
fect. This phenomenon is even more pronounced in air where
the quality factor of the torsional mode remains nearly con-
stant at 	700 for gaps greater than 15 �m, but plunges to
	450 when the gap reduces to 10 �m.

The results in Figs. 6 and 7 bear significant implications
for force spectroscopy applications in AFM. For instance,
changes in tip-sample dissipation are measured by bringing
the cantilever close to the sample. However, some of the
change in measured dissipation may be attributable to
changes in hydrodynamic damping, especially while using
higher cantilever modes or while approaching the sample
over large distances. To avoid this, the imaging tip on the
microcantilever needs to be sufficiently long so that the mi-
crocantilever is forced to stay a minimum distance away
from the surface, thereby ensuring that the microcantilever
quality factor is unaffected by the presence of the surface.
For the C2 type microcantilever in water or air investigated
in Figs. 6 and 7, the quality factors of the bending modes do
not seem to change significantly for gap widths greater than
30 �m. Consequently a 30 �m long imaging tip would en-
sure that the quality factors do not change due to hydrody-
namic loading upon approach to the sample surface.

B. Added mass coefficients and dependence on gap
width

In addition to the quality factors, the proximity to a sur-
face also modifies the wet natural frequencies, and conse-
quently the hydrodynamic added mass coefficients, of the
different modes. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 where the ADINA

computed wet �in water� and dry �in vacuum� frequencies are
used to plot the added mass coefficients as a function of the
gap width.

An important observation from Fig. 8 is that the added
mass coefficient is greatest for the first bending mode fol-

lowed in decreasing order by the second bending and tor-
sional modes. This is a known result from the theory of
hydrodynamic loading of elastic structures16 by which the
lowest modes are expected to cause the largest bulk fluid
motion in their vicinity, thereby increasing the added mass
coefficients. In addition, the added mass coefficients increase
as the gap is decreased for all the three modes. This result is
also expected because the motion of the thin layer of trapped
fluid between the microcantilever and the surface becomes
increasingly constrained as the gap is decreased. As the gap
between the microcantilever and the surface decreases, the
boundary layers generated on both the cantilever and the
nearby surface occupy a greater fraction of the gap. Thus
with decrease in gap length, a greater fraction of the fluid in
the gap is subjected to viscous drag and greater effort is
needed to move this constrained fluid in the gap thereby
increasing the added mass coefficient. This in turn leads to
an increasing added fluid mass effect as the gap decreases.

This change in frequency upon approach to a surface
also has significant implications for force spectroscopy in
liquids using AFM. Usually, shifts in microcantilever reso-
nance frequency occur over tens of nanometers due to tip-
sample interaction forces.4,32,33 However, there is evidence in
the literature where the long range interaction forces span
over several mocrometers.34 Any changes in natural fre-
quency due to the changing added mass coefficient over sev-
eral micrometers of gap may be incorrectly attributed to the
presence of long range interaction forces.34 Moreover, the
shift in natural frequency encountered upon approach to the
surface can be mistakenly attributed to the decreased quality
factors. The results in Fig. 8 clearly show that in addition to
a decreased quality factor, the wet natural frequency intrin-
sically changes due to the presence of a surface in close
proximity to the microcantilever.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Comparison of added mass coefficients for the first
and the second bending mode and the first torsional mode for C2 microcan-
tilever in water. Circles: first bending, diamonds: second bending, and
squares: first torsion. Solid lines: parallel orientation and dashed lines: 11°
orientation.
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C. Effects of microcantilever orientation

In AFM applications, the microcantilever is usually ori-
ented at an angle to the surface being imaged. In order to
investigate the effects of orientation on the hydrodynamic
loading, quality factors and added mass coefficients are plot-
ted as shown in Figs. 6 and 8 for a microcantilever immersed
in water at an angle of �=11° to the surface. Clearly for the
same gap between the microcantilever end and the surface,
the quality factors of the inclined microcantilever are signifi-
cantly greater than for the case when the microcantilever is
parallel to the surface. Likewise, the added mass coefficients
decrease when the microcantilever is inclined with respect to
the surface. Microcantilever inclination increases the average
gap between the microcantilever and the surface thereby
mitigating the additional hydrodynamic loading due to the
proximity of the surface. While this may suggest that further
inclination of microcantilevers may be advantageous for liq-
uid AFM, this also introduces unwanted lateral forces be-
tween the tip and the sample. Choosing an optimal micro-
cantilever orientation for liquid AFM therefore requires a
compromise between increasing quality factors and wet natu-
ral frequencies on one hand and increasing unwanted lateral
forces on the other hand.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A fully three-dimensional finite element-based fluid
structure interaction model has been developed to predict the
hydrodynamic loading of microcantilevers in viscous fluids.
The model predictions have been thoroughly benchmarked
against several known experimental and theoretical results,
and found to be in excellent agreement. It is found that the
main dissipation mechanism in a viscous fluid arises from
localized fluid shear near the edges of the vibrating micro-
cantilever. When placed in close proximity to a surface, fluid
dissipation arises due to a combination of squeeze film ef-
fects and localized fluid shear near the edges. Modifying the
microcantilever geometry can lead to unexpected changes in
the quality factors and wet natural frequencies. In general, to
maximize the quality factors and wet natural frequencies, the
effective width needs to be maximized, the presence of slots
and edges minimized, and the length minimized. It is also
shown that existing two-dimensional semianalytical models
tend to underpredict the quality factors and overpredict the
added mass coefficients especially for the higher modes of
operation. The quality factors and wet natural frequencies of
different modes decrease upon approach to a rigid surface,
while the added mass coefficient increases. The variation of
quality factors with gapwidth is more gradual for the bending
modes than for the torsional mode, a result which is ex-
plained in terms of the unsteady viscous boundary layer sur-
rounding the microcantilever. Finally, orienting the micro-
cantilever at an angle to a proximal surface increases the
quality factors and wet natural frequencies in comparison to
the case when the microcantilever is parallel to the surface.

The use of three-dimensional fluid-structure interaction
models is a powerful tool for the optimization of complicated
microcantilever geometries, for the verification of the limita-

tions of simple analytical models, and to understand the fun-
damental physics of fluid-structure interaction at the micro-
scale.
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APPENDIX A: DOMAIN, TIME STEP, AND MESH
INDEPENDENCE STUDY

In order to verify the accuracy of the model, computa-
tions are performed for two silicon microcantilevers,
referred to as calibrated microcantilevers and denoted by C1
�397202 �m3� and C2 �197202 �m3� in Ref. 17
�Young’s modulus Eb=169 GPa, density �b=2320 kg m−3,
and Poisson’s ratio �=0.25 for silicon�.

While results presented in this paper are from full three-
dimensional ADINA simulations, the domain independence
and time-step independence studies are performed on the
two-dimensional model �Fig. 1�a��. This leads to a more con-
servative choice of the domain parameters �r and R� and the
time step because the two-dimensional model is subjected to
higher pressure and velocity gradients compared to the fully
three-dimensional model. The mesh densities, domain pa-
rameters r and R, and time steps chosen based on these two-
dimensional studies will be used for fully three-dimensional
computations presented later. To confirm that the conver-
gence studies performed with two-dimensional models are
appropriate for three dimensions, we will demonstrate excel-
lent agreement of the three-dimensional ADINA computations
with prior experimental and analytical results.

1. Domain independence

Domain independence is verified by varying r and R
�Fig. 1�a�� in the model. First the eigenvalue convergence is
checked for the elastic beam in vacuum and the in vacuo
mode shapes are obtained. Then the microcantilever nodes
are provided an initial velocity proportional to a specific
mode shape in the fluid. A maximum tip velocity of 10 �m/s
is used in all the simulations. The parameters r and R are
then varied separately and the transient tip deflection is re-
corded for every case. The metric used for checking conver-
gence is

�

i=1

i=N

�x2,i − x1,i�2 � 0.01�

i=1

i=N

x1,i
2 , �A1�

where x1,i is the nodal displacement at the tip of the micro-
cantilever recorded at i=1, . . . ,N instants of time during the
first oscillation cycle of the microcantilever transient motion,
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and x2,i is the array of nodal displacements at the tip at ex-
actly the same instants of time when the computations are
performed with a finer time step or denser mesh or larger r.
Specifically the N=100 time instants �except for the time
step independence study, discussed in Appendix A 2� are
chosen from the first two cycles of oscillation. Convergence
is checked for r= �0.9/�2�a, �1/�2�a, �1.1/�2�a, and
�1.2/�2�a, with R=1.3a, where a is the length of the
microcantilever. In other words, as the viscous fluid domain
is expanded we expect to see a convergence in the micro-
cantilever transient motion. For all these cases criterion �A1�
is satisfied. Similarly for the R independence, with
r= �1.1/�2�a, convergence is checked for R= �1.4/�2�a,
�1.7/�2�a, and �2/�2�a. The convergence criterion �A1� is
again satisfied indicating that the fluid viscous effects are
localized near the microcantilever and that it suffices to ter-
minate the viscous fluid domain at the finite radius chosen.

2. Time step independence

The time step dt required to resolve sufficiently the tran-
sient structural and fluid motions is suggested in Ref. 25 to
be T /20, where T is the time period of oscillation. The time
step independence is checked for time steps dt=T /25, T /40,
and T /50. The convergence criterion �A1� is satisfied for all
cases indicating that dt=T /25 is a sufficiently small time
step to track the microcantilever transient motion accurately.

3. Mesh independence

The mesh independence study is performed for the full
three-dimensional model. The fluid mesh independence is
checked for convergence by increasing the number of ele-
ments in the fluid domain and thereby achieving finer mesh
density. For this case, r=0.9�3/2a and R=1.5�3/2a are
chosen and the results obtained are listed in Table II. The
quality factor Q �the method used for determining the quality
factor from the transient simulations is discussed in detail in
the next section� values of the first bending mode are also
computed for the corresponding cases as an additional check
of convergence.

4. Computational procedure

The microcantilever is prescribed initial velocities pro-
portional to one of its mode shapes. The small amplitude of
vibration �due to small initial velocities� also ensures that the
quadratic nonlinearities in the Navier-Stokes equations are
not excited and initial excitation of the microcantilever de-
cays as a linear damped oscillator. This allows the use of a
linear damping model. The transient tip displacement is then
used to determine the natural frequency and quality factor of
the particular vibration mode. This procedure enables effi-
cient computation of the damping and natural frequencies
even for higher modes with low quality factors.

The transient tip displacement is fitted in MATLAB �Ref.
35� with the damped transient response of a linear damped
oscillator,

x�t� = Xe−�nt/2Qn sin��nt�1 − 1/4Qn
2� , �A2�

where X, �n, and Qn are, respectively, the amplitude of vi-
bration, undamped natural frequency, and the quality factor.
A nonlinear least-squares fit is computed with a robust
bisquare regression scheme using the Gauss-Newton algo-
rithm. This yields the natural frequency �n and quality factor
Qn of a particular mode of vibration.

APPENDIX B: VALIDATION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL
MODEL

In this section the numerical model is validated against
published experimental17 and analytical17,18,26 results for the
case of rectangular microcantilevers for different modes of
vibration in different fluids.

TABLE III. Comparison of predictions from the present work for bending modes of microcantilevers C1 and C2 in different fluids with the experimental and
semianalytical results of Ref. 17. In calculating the percentage error the experimental value was taken as the base. Superscript wet refers to the values in fluid
and pw stands for present work.

Fluid fexpt
wet fanal

wet
Erroranal

�%�
fpw

wet

�kHz�
Errorpw

�%� Qexpt Qanal

Erroranal

�%� Qpw

Errorpw

�%�

Microcantilever C1
Air Mode 1 17.36 17.53 0.98 17.32 0.23 55.5 55.0 0.90 55.38 0.22
Air Mode 2 109.3 109.3 0.00 109.2 0.10 170 169 0.59 172 1.16

Acetone 6.35 6.17 3.0 6.36 0.16 2.9 3.0 3.45 3.14 8.28
CCl4 4.22 4.00 5.0 4.33 2.61 2.0 2.1 5.00 2.12 6.20
Water 5.04 4.79 5.0 5.08 0.79 2.0 2.0 0.00 2.04 1.90

Microcantilever C2
Air Mode 1 69.87 70.31 0.63 70.49 0.89 136 131 3.68 144.8 6.47
Air Mode 2 438.5 438.7 0.04 441.6 0.71 395 357 9.62 367 7.09

Acetone 29.5 28.0 5.08 29.05 1.53 5.1 5.3 3.92 5.46 7.06
CCl4 20.8 19.4 6.73 20.64 0.77 3.7 3.7 0.00 3.66 1.08
Water 25.2 23.5 6.75 25.0 0.80 3.7 3.5 5.41 3.7 0.00

TABLE IV. Properties of fluids used in Ref. 17 and the present ADINA

computations.

Fluid Dynamic viscosity �kg m−1 s−1� Density �kg m−3�

Air 1.8610−5 1.18
Acetone 3.0810−4 785
CCl4 8.7910−4 1590
Water 8.5910−4 997
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First consider the predictions for the hydrodynamic load-
ing on the bending modes of microcantilevers. Experimental
results for C1 and C2 from Ref. 17 in air, water, acetone, and
carbon tetrachloride are compared in Table III with the
present computational predictions. Properties of the fluids
used are listed in Table IV. The predictions from the present
work are within 2% of the experimental frequencies and
within 10% of the quality factors for the lowest two bending
modes.

Experimental data for the torsional modes in air
are available from Ref. 26, but for microcantilevers
with imaging tips. Two such microcantilevers, R1
�197190.64 �m3� and R2 �422291.15 �m3�, are
modeled in ADINA without the tips. Because the thicknesses
for these two microcantilevers are not reported in Ref. 26,
the thicknesses were adjusted so that the torsional frequen-
cies are within 1% of the experimental frequencies. The
comparison of torsional quality factors for the first mode
for R1 and R2 is provided in Table V. The quality factors
are once again within 10% of the experimental quality
factors. In order to compare the current predictions for tor-
sional mode quality factors with semianalytical results in the
prior literature,18 we turn our attention to two hypothetical
microcantilevers H1 �34415.730.4 �m3� and H2
�1314.920.5 �m3� that possess the same nondimen-
sional terms as Fig. 4 of Ref. 18. The microcantilevers made
of silicon crystal are assumed to be vibrated in air. Table V
presents the comparison of quality factors of these two
hypothetical microcantilevers. The comparisons are within
6% of the semianalytical model of Ref. 26 for the two
microcantilevers considered.
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TABLE V. Comparison of predictions from the present work of the first torsional mode of different microcan-
tilevers in air with the experimental results of Ref. 26 and semianalytical results of Ref. 18. pw stands for
present work.

Microcantilevers fexpt
wet fpw

wet Error �%� Qanal Qpw

Errorpw

�%�

Comparison with experimental results of Ref. 26
R1 393.4 390.8 0.66 104.0 110.1 5.87
R2 258.3 256.9 0.54 167 151.1 9.52

Comparison with semianalytical results of Ref. 18
Microcantilevers � Re Qanal Qpw Errorpw

�%�

H1 0.02 10 60 61.14 1.9
H2 0.005 10 237 251.1 5.9
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